HEARING IN ARCTIC SEALS
Beginning in 2010, the JIP has supported a series of studies with Arctic seals to learn more about their hearing sensitivity and the potential effects of sound. This work is conducted at the Long Marine Laboratory, part of the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC). The team works with highly trained animals in a laboratory setting designed to support controlled studies of sensory biology. Principal researchers are Drs. Colleen Reichmuth and Jillian Sills at UCSC, with support from Dr. Brandon Southall at SEA, Inc.

This work began with fundamental studies on the auditory biology of spotted and ringed seals, including hearing abilities in quiet conditions (both in air and under water) and measurements of hearing within background sound (studies of masking to determine critical ratios). These measurements are essential to understanding how these animals hear and use sound.

How Research is Conducted

All research is conducted with the voluntary participation of the seals, who are trained to participate in research activities using operant conditioning and positive (fish) reinforcement. Research is conducted without harm in compliance with Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC) standards and under National Marine Fisheries marine mammal research permits (14535, 18902). Oversight of animal research is provided by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at UCSC.

To determine hearing thresholds, seals are tested in quiet conditions both under water and in-air. To begin an experimental session, a trainer cues the seal to enter the test enclosure (either a saltwater pool or an acoustic chamber) and place its head on a chin rest positioned within a calibrated sound field. During the session, the seal listens for brief tonal signals. A small PVC paddle is located adjacent to the chin rest, which the seal can press upon detection of a sound.

Auditory trials have two possible types – signal present or signal absent – and four possible outcomes. Correct detections occur on signal-present trials when the seal touches the response paddle. Correct rejections occur on signal-absent trials when the seal ignores the paddle for the entire trial interval. Both types of correct responses are followed by a fish reward. Conversely, if the seal withholds a response when a signal is presented (miss) or touches the response paddle when no signal is generated (false alarm), it does not receive a reward and moves on to the next trial. Each session includes 40 to 60 trials, and frequencies are tested in a random order.

Audiograms, or curves depicting hearing sensitivity, are constructed from the hearing thresholds measured at each sound frequency. (See Figure 1). Although these...
curves vary somewhat by individual, they are used to describe species-specific hearing abilities, and in cases where species have similar hearing, group-specific hearing abilities. Complete aerial and underwater audiograms for spotted and ringed seals are now available, as are measurements of critical ratios that describe how well the seals hear in noisy (masking) conditions. (See Figure 1, above).

These experiments indicate that the hearing capabilities of spotted and ringed seals are quite similar. Both hear nearly as well under water as fully aquatic animals, but have greater sensitivity in the lower frequencies, which suggested to researchers that they might be more vulnerable to the effects of anthropogenic sound. These seals also have surprisingly acute in-air hearing. Hearing tests conducted in the acoustic chamber revealed that their ability to hear sounds in air rivals that of terrestrial mammals such as cats.

Applied Research

The basic research on auditory biology described above established the necessary foundation for specific questions to be asked about the effects of seismic airguns on hearing in seals. The applied research that followed has taken two forms.

signal in the presence of time-varying seismic airgun sound. This is the first study of its kind for any marine mammal.\textsuperscript{5}

The second applied research project is ongoing and concerns whether and at what levels impulsive sounds from airguns cause temporary reductions in hearing sensitivity (temporary threshold shift (TTS)). The first stages of these studies, with spotted and ringed seals\textsuperscript{4} found no evidence of TTS in four subjects exposed to impulse sound exposure levels previously predicted to cause TTS onset.\textsuperscript{7} This indicates that the regulatory guidelines for impulse exposure established in 2007 may very well be conservative for spotted and ringed seals. Similar basic and applied studies for bearded seals have recently been completed by the UCSC team, and the work is being prepared for publication.

Researchers are currently working to determine the impulsive sound levels that do cause temporary, recoverable changes in hearing sensitivity. This research will address the question of how well the updated impulse exposure limits predict the onset of TTS in pinnipeds. For more information about this guidance, see www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/acoustics/guidelines.htm.

\textsuperscript{7} Southall, B.L., et al. (2007) Aquatic Mammals, Moline Vol. 33, Iss. 4: 411-414.

The results of this JIP-funded research with seals have been used to inform regulatory guidelines put forward by the National Marine Fisheries Service of the United States (2015) and are used worldwide to mitigate the potentially harmful effects of industry sound on seals and other marine mammals.
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